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•
•
•
•
•
•

Two Zombie authors chatting and signing
Horror traders – FAB Press, Forbidden Planet,
‘Shock Horror’ magazine and Terror4fun
All day bar serving food…
Lucky bags for the first 200 guests
Loads of prizes including the coveted ‘Best
Dressed Zombie Award.’
The ‘3 Minute Zombie Challenge’, Competition
Zombie killing for a truly spectacular prize

COME DRESSED AS A ZOMBIE
To be in with a chance of winning the Best Dressed
Zombie Award, come dressed as a zombie either in
make up or for a £2 donation to the NSPCC, one of our
make artists can ‘sort you out…’

NEW for 2010: RETRO ARCADE OF THE DEAD

The UK Festival of Zombie Culture will be even bigger,
better and bloodier than last years, with a celebration
of Zombie Films, Book and Games from around the
World. The event is not just an excuse to show some
regular horror films, we are showing a mixture of classic
zombie, modern and rare foreign zombie films to cater
to all fans of the genre. This years main theme is British
Zombies, so we have a Rupert Everett Film, an Ian
Mckellan short, two awesome British Movies and a
Classic Spanish Zombie Film shot in the Lake District
amongst others…

THE EVENT FEATURES
•
•

13 hours of Zombie Feature and Short Films…
Make Up Artists to turn you into the living dead,
so come dressed to impress…

ARCADE OF THE DEAD: Trailer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMmoTxChXUU

The Arcade of the Dead – Retro games machines and
truly retro games such as ‘Zombies ate my Neighbours’
and the truly strange ‘Typing of the Dead’ more details
inside this issue… (and see trailer link below)

MORE SPECIAL GUEST STARS
To join Sean Page and Ben Muir, our Zombie authors,
we also now have David M. Reynolds, Director of the
awesome British Undead Movie Zomblies at the event
to introduce his movie, which is only the 2nd time it has
been seen in this country AND Jonathan Sothcott
producer of The Devils Playground will be introducing
his movie.

BOOK YOUR TICKETS NOW !!!
at: http://phoenix.org.uk/
...or more details are at: www.terror4fun.com
If you want more news at it happens
then please check out and join the
group: Terror4fun: UK Zombie Events

www.tapeitordie.com
Dead Rising 2
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The Zombie Times
Festival Special
Hi Zombie Fans,
Less than a month ago, we sent you our
Halloween Zombie Times, but since then
our next event ‘the Day of the Undead’ has
gone crazy…
So welcome to our special Festival edition
of the Zombie Times. IT has got details of
some of the competitions, the make up
artists, a new guest star, plus more details
of a Day of the Undead first…. The Arcade
of the dead…
Our top mate ‘ukretrogamingaddict’ has
also created a trailer for the event
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMmoTxChXUU

If you have any questions let us know and
we will See you on November 13th… You
can buy your tickets online now !!!
From http://phoenix.org.uk/index

Keep on rotting in the Free World,
Zombie Ed and the
Terror4
Terror 4fun Team

www.shockhorrormagazine.com

Do you Love Zombies?
Buy the t-shirt and tell the world……!
http://www.terror4fun.com/zombie_tshirts.html
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More than 13 hours of Zombie Films…
can provide a cure. Not only to the plague but to Cole's
own incumbent destiny. This is a cutting edge British
horror film that features zombies portrayed by free
Bigger, better, bloodier than its previous outings, the
runners for a terrifyingly unique representation of the
UKs unique Festival of Zombie Culture comes on strong undead. Stars Danny Dyer (Doghouse, Severance),
with a final line-up of gore-blimey shockers, so come
Craig Fairbrass (Far Cry, Dead Cert) and Jaime Murray
dressed (as the living dead) to impress… and be ready (Hustle, Dexter)
to be afraid… very afraid…
Each Film will be introduced by Terror4fun’s own
‘Zombie Ed’ and most will be opened with an
appropriately gory or insane short film just to wet the
appetite for the feature presentation.

Reel Zombies

Dir: Mike Masters and David J. Francis. US 2009, 1hr
29mins, 18
7pm
The Zombie Film makers behind the unsuccessful
movies Zombie Night 1 and 2, set about to complete
Living Dead at the Manchester Morgue
their trilogy, using the real zombies that have taken
Dir: Jorge Grau. Spain 1974, 1hr 33mins, 18
over much of the world. With a documentary film
12 noon
maker following them all the way, they embark on the
Considered by many to be the classic Euro Zombie Film, production of their masterpiece only to discover,
the Spanish director makes this UK filmed movie truly shooting in a post-apocalyptic world offers many new
terrifying… Cops chase a pair of hippies suspected of a and, of course, deadly challenges.
series of Manson family-like murders, unknown to him, "Fresh and funny" – Fangoria Magazine
the real culprits are the living dead, brought to life with
a thirst for human flesh by meddling scientists and the Dellamorte Dellamore
local farmers. ‘One of the Best Zombie Films EVER
Dir: Michel Soavi. Italy 1996, 1hr 39mins, subtitled, 18
made’ DVD Drive-In
9.15pm
In Italian dellamore means "of love" and dellamorte
Zombie Shorts followed by Zomblies
means "of death” and this truly breath-taking film s
2.15pm
tarring Rupert Everett takes this to another level… His
Some British Zombie short films will lead the way to
duties looking after a cemetery means he must kill the
only the 2nd screening of Zomblies. These shorts include dead a 2nd time to prevent them rising again but this is
‘E’Gad Zombies’ a beautiful 20 minute undead period intertwined with his constantly re-incarnated lover
piece featuring the talents of Sir Ian McKellan.
simply adds to his mounting problems…

Zomblies (with Directors Intro)
Dir: David M Reynolds. UK 2010, 50 minutes, 18
When a private militia’s rookie zombie hunters send
out a distress call, it’s up to the Rangers to cross The
Wall and bring them back, as well as uncover the truth
about a terrifying new breed of zombie. Bewitched
mill-workers, shambling corpses and rage-fuelled mobs,
Zomblies continues the rich zombie film making tradition with this British balls-to-the-wall film spectacular!

Devils Playground (with Producers Intro)
Dir: Mark McQueen. UK 2010, 1hr 33mins, 18
4.15pm
As the world succumbs to a zombie apocalypse, Cole a hardened mercenary, is chasing the one person who

Zombies of Mass Destruction
Dir: Kevin Hemdani. USA 2009, 1hr 27mins, 18
11.30pm
Facing the living dead are a small American town,
consisting of homophobes, xenophobes and plenty more
‘phobes’ besides and trying to save the town are of
course what you would expect… The closeted small
town man and his pushy boyfriend, the Muslim family,
the environmentalist, so they must band together, fight
through the gore and then face bigotry and the living
dead in order to survive…

We hope to see on November the 13th...
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Zom-B Vex by Jessica…
Zom-B-Vex Industries.
Putting the dead back in undead!
http://www.etsy.com/shop/thestapeliacompany
This set of art prints, features all walks of life from the
40's as they hack and slash their way through rogue
zombies using Zom-B-Vex tools! Collect 'em all!
Jessica has personally done all styling, photography,
costuming, photo correction, lay out and design on
these pieces!
Text on this print reads:

Grocery shopping had become a bother...
Slobbering mobs of the undead crowded every aisle,
and they wouldn't keep their stumps off the produce!
Then, I tried the Zom-B-Vex grade "Z" bow-n-arrow
and went William Tell on 'em!
Now I can shop in peace again, thanks to Zom-B-Vex.
This photo image measures 5" x 10" on 8" x 11" paper. All
photos are printed on Epson Ultra Premium, and is
signed and dated on the front and will be shipped in a
cellophane sleeve with a cardboard backer in a stiff

Beware Yellow fever
is spreading
Yellow Fevers Web Store
is now Brimming with
DVDs… and as Yellow
Fever DVD Distribution is
an independently owned
and managed firm that
is run by film makers for film makers.
As they love Zombies,
here is a direct link to
their web shop...
http://
yfpondvd.webs.com/
apps/

mailer so it's perfect
when it arrives.
Visit Jessicas shop if
you want more of
these, enlargements
or any of her other
Creations, with such
talents we should be
grateful that she has
been setting her
sights on Zombies...
They are SuperRetro-Zombie-Tastic
and look ace too!

Competition Time
To win Ltd. Edition Goodies then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

Prizes for all
Don’t forget that this
year, like every year we
will literally be throwing
prizes at everyone…
Some of the Lucky Bags
on the door will contain
prizes…
There will be prizes for
the Best dressed Zombie,
Prizes for the winner of the 3 minute Zombie
Challenge on Dead Rising 2 and a raffle with well
over 100 more prizes…
Pictured above is the winner of last years main
prize, a Dead Set script signed by writer Charlie
Brooker. You can see they’re bleeding delighted...
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librarians of the dead
Zombrarians Beware…
Those folks at Redbubble
are sorting us out with
what must be a world first,
Yes, I know it’s a calendar
and Yes, I know its got
zombies on it…
But Zombie Librarians, this
must be a first…
All the way from a grass
roots library professional
development group in
Australia, the calendar
celebrates the role of
zombies (or "zombrarians")

in the modern Library, and features the zombiemakeup of Zaen Kreecha.
RedBubble calendars are printed on a luscious 200gsm
satin art paper at the striking size of A3.
They also have very handy wire binding so you can
hang them from things like 'hooks' on exciting places
like 'walls'.
You can select your own start month, and order right
into the future. Everything about them is brilliant, except you'll have no excuse for missing your sister's birthday anymore.
www.redbubble.com/products/6062484-calendar

Competition Time
To win one of these calendars then check out the
comp on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

The
Arcade of the Dead
UKRetroGameAddict is bringing the arcade of the Dead to the
Day of the Undead. He is a man with a huge... collection of weird
and wonderful consoles, some of which you may be familiar with
and others may leave you scratching your head. Any zombie
game you can think of, on almost any console, including the
Dreamcast, 3DO, Megadrive and the
Super Nintendo will be there…
You will get to kill the undead with a
variety of shotguns (House of the
Dead: Overkill), Typing Skills (Typing
of the Dead), Water Pistols (Zombies
Ate my Neighbours) and Samurai
Swords (Onechanbara).
Simply pop some loose change into one of the NSPCC boxes and get stuck in...

Check out the trailer to find out more…
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMmoTxChXUU

Three Men... One Mission... Need Help with HORROR ???
http://www.darkwatersentertainment.com/
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Strange
Zombies,
Part 14

Stag Night of the Dead is a zom-com in the tradition of
Shaun of the Dead with a little bit of American Pie
thrown in for good measure and features zombies, sex,
big guns, a giant, a dwarf and cinema's first cycling
zombie.
Starring Sebastian Street, Sophie Lovell Anderson,
Bruce Lawrence, Rez Kempton, Joe Rainbow, James G
Fain, Doug Grant, Jeff Rudom and Mike Busson.

Six Stags, One Stripper...
One Million Zombies…
You do the Math...
Set in the grip of a global pandemic and on the eve of
Dean's wedding, a group of old school friends head off
to a run down military base with a PVC clad stripper
for the ultimate stag party experience.
Forget paintball, at Zomball you get to shoot zombies
with a dirty great stun gun. It's a game that is literally
more than life or death.
After breaking the golden rule of Zomball - "never
humiliate a zombie" - it becomes a fight for survival as
the truth about the new world order is revealed and
suddenly the mother-in-law is the least of Dean's
problems...

You can watch it online NOW!!!
www.stagnightofthedead.com
Plus, if you fancy winning some Stag Night Goodies
and you are on Twitter then head to
www.stagnightofthedead.com/blog/

www.tapeitordie.com
Dead Rising 2
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ZOMBIE TOOLS
The Best dressed
Zombie 2010
Make Up Artists Available for YOU!!!
Once again the most coveted prize in all of
Zombie-dom is up for grabs at the Day of the
Undead. Its is the best dressed Zombie Award 2010,
so remember to come dressed to impress and you
could walk away with truly awesome prizes.
If you don’t fancy doing the make up yourself then
why not get one of our THREE MAKE UP ARTISTS to
help you out. Just throw a couple of pounds into the
NSPCC box and they will give you a make over you
will never forget.

Our Make up artists
The Usual Suspects
Gav’n Gore

Steven Uden

Paul Ewen

Once in a while you will find a website that you
like, sometimes there will be website that scares
you and very rarely you find one that is so out
there and yet so awesome you just love it straight
away and want what it sells…

Such a site can be found at http://zombietools.net/
and this is what they have to say...
So what do you guys do?
We are swordsmen and metalsmiths who create
blades, and soon, other gear, that will increase
your odds of surviving a zombie apocalypse.
Are you serious?!
Deadly.
You really think there’s going to be a zombie
apocalypse?
We don’t put it outside the realm of possibility. The
esteemed researchers at Cracked found 5 Scientific
Reasons the Zombie Apocalypse Could Actually
Happen. Beyond zombies, there’s no shortage of
speculation these days that our culture lives just a
good shock or two away from some serious destabilization. Pandemic, natural disaster, economic
collapse, political upheaval—all have the potential
to turn our world on its head and put you in a
situation where your survival is in your hands. And
should that happen, we’d rather our hands be
holding something other than our dicks. We operate under the premise that if you’re prepared for
zombies, you’re prepared for anything.

So if you want to head over to the Zombie Tools
website and check out their weapons, tees and
accessories, then do it now before you ‘re too late...

www.tapeitordie.com
Dead Rising 2
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Zombie Website of the Issue !

www.tapeitordie.com

This Issues Competitions !!!
To enter the competitions, send answers to the following questions to ed@terror4fun.com
as soon as possible… (Closing dates may vary, check our website!)
Comp 1) Win a pair of Prints from Zom-B-Vex...
Who is featured on the advert featuring the Zom-B-Vex grade "Z" human traps?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOM-B-Vex’
Comp 2) Win a ‘Zombrarian’ Calendar…
What part of the Library is featured on Januarys page?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘SHHHhhh

PLUS THERE’S More ONLINE Competitions: www.terror4fun.com/zombie_competitions
PLEASE EMAIL US YOUR ANSWERS IN SEPERATE EMAILS.
It helps us sort them out!!! CHEERS…
Terms and conditions and details of previous winners can be found on the Terror4fun website.

